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Abstract

Large-scale multimodal models such as CLIP001
(Radford et al., 2021) have caught great atten-002
tion due to their generalization capability. CLIP003
can take free-form text prompts, but the perfor-004
mance varies with different text prompt manip-005
ulations, which is considered unpredictable. In006
this paper, we conduct a controlled study to007
understand how CLIP perceives images with008
different forms of text prompts, particularly on009
human facial attributes. We find that (1) using010
the prompt starter “a photo of” can guide the011
model to allocate higher attention weights to012
human faces, leading to better classification per-013
formance; (2) CLIP model is better at aligning014
information from shorter text prompts, as ad-015
ditional textual details shift away the attention016
from key words; (3) properly adding punctua-017
tion or removing stop words in the text prompt018
can shift attention to target information. Our019
practice on facial attributes shed light on the de-020
sign of reliable text prompts for CLIP in other021
tasks.022

1 Introduction023

Recently foundation models such as CLIP (Radford024

et al., 2021) and GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) have025

caught great attention. These foundation models026

benefits from pre-training on large scale unlabeled027

text data from the Internet and can extract semantic028

meaning from free-form text prompts. As one of029

the most representative models, CLIP utilizes im-030

age data and text prompts to extract useful visual031

and textual information and align similar images032

and text by finding their correlation.033

The pre-trained CLIP model can serve as zero-034

shot learners for downstream applications includ-035

ing classification (Choudhury et al., 2021; Bujwid036

and Sullivan, 2021), image retrieval (Stefanini et al.,037

2021), image generation (Xia et al., 2021; Patash-038

nik et al., 2021; Karras et al., 2020), etc. Specif-039

ically, Shen et al. (2021) shows that incorporat-040

ing CLIP can improve performance on vision-and-041
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Figure 1: Example of CLIP prompts on a face image.
In the beard classification task, for the same portrait on
the left, different text prompt designs could have a seri-
ous impact on the classification results of CLIP. CLIP
correctly predicts the ground truth from shorter prompts
but makes a wrong matching on longer prompts.

language tasks including Visual Question Answer- 042

ing (Zhou et al., 2020), Visual Entailment (Xie 043

et al., 2019), and Vision-and-Language Navigation 044

(Anderson et al., 2018; Ku et al., 2020). 045

The flexible prompting ability of CLIP is the 046

key to its success on zero-shot classification tasks. 047

For instance, Radford et al. (2021) used “a photo 048

of {class}” for image classification. Nonethe- 049

less, when the carefully designed text prompts are 050

manipulated or rearranged, the CLIP model will 051

perceive the images in very different ways. As 052

shown in Figure 1, two sets of text prompts lead 053

to very different predictions for the same portrait, 054

even though both refer to similar semantic mean- 055

ings. The sensitivity to prompt manipulation leads 056

to a discrepancy of prediction outcomes or even 057

performance degradation. In contrast, when hu- 058

mans read a sentence that either skips a few words 059

or is randomly rearranged, it is very likely that 060

they can still understand the corrupted sentence 061

and relate it to the correct images (Hahn and Keller, 062

2016). In consequence, it is crucial to understand 063

and interpret how CLIP perceives the input image 064

and text prompt and how well CLIP performs with 065
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manipulated text prompts.066

To answer these questions, we conduct con-067

trolled experiments on prompt starters, shortened068

prompts, word orders, and non-semantic tokens to069

probe the effect of different prompt manipulations070

of the CLIP model. The CelebA-Dialog dataset071

(Jiang et al., 2021) provides text annotations of fa-072

cial attributes at different granularity levels, which073

is a perfect testbed for our task. Therefore, we074

experiment with facial images by disentangling dif-075

ferent facial attributes and quantitatively assessing076

the impact of different text prompts on CLIP. Re-077

cent works (Agarwal et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021)078

have unveiled the bias issues of the CLIP model079

on human faces but they did not investigate the080

cause and effect of prompt manipulation on facial081

attributes.082

In this work, we try to understand the explicit083

effect of different prompt manipulations to facial084

attributes understanding, and conduct a series of085

experiments on CelebA-Dialog (Jiang et al., 2021),086

aiming to answer the following research questions:087

1. How does CLIP perceive the sentence starter in088

the text template (see Section 3)?089

2. Do length and order of the text prompt affect090

the evaluation (see Section 4)?091

3. Does non-semantic tokens, like punctuation and092

stop words, really matter in text prompts (see093

Section 5)?094

2 Settings095

Model Our goal is to understand how CLIP per-096

ceives the world and how it is different from hu-097

man. Therefore, we did not apply any modification098

or task-specific fine-tuning and only used the pre-099

trained model.1 The CLIP model can take images100

and personalized text prompts as input and encode101

them into the same representation space. The co-102

sine similarity can be used to measure how the103

image is similar to the text prompt. For classifi-104

cation tasks, we select the text prompt with the105

highest similarity score as the prediction to the tar-106

get image.107

Dataset We used CelebA-Dialog (Jiang et al.,108

2021) as our image dataset, which is a large-scale109

visual-language face dataset annotated with five110

fine-grained facial attributes and the corresponding111

1The pre-trained CLIP model is released at https://
github.com/openai/CLIP.

textual descriptions. We use the original valida- 112

tion set consisting of 19,864 images for all the 113

experiments. We select four attributes for evalu- 114

ation, including Eyeglasses, Bangs, Smiling, and 115

Beard. For each attribute, the original CelebA- 116

Dialog dataset contains six degrees. We expect 117

more accurate classification results so that the ef- 118

fect of different text prompts can be observed more 119

clearly. Thus, we grouped six degrees into three 120

classes for all attributes. For instance, we catego- 121

rize eyeglasses attribute into no eyeglasses, eye- 122

glasses, and sunglasses. 123

Metric Image-text matching is essentially a clas- 124

sification problem. We use F1 score to evaluate the 125

classification performance. 126

Visualizing attention heatmap We utilize the 127

attention tool proposed by Chefer et al. (2021). The 128

model aggregates attention heads by integrating 129

the gradients and attention maps to average across 130

attention heads for each attention layer and then 131

aggregates the attention through several layers. The 132

visualization result is generated by relevancy maps 133

for each interaction between text prompts and face 134

images.2 135

3 Prompt Starter Helps CLIP Focus 136

When designing the text prompts, CLIP (Radford 137

et al., 2021) suggests using “a photo of {label}” 138

as the sentence starter. To determine the effect 139

of this design, we applied such a template to the 140

text description drawn from CelebA-Dialog dataset 141

(Jiang et al., 2021). We treat the full description 142

with the prompt starter as a baseline. Table 1 part 143

A shows the performance in each task decreased 144

when sentence starter were removed from the text 145

prompt. 146

To help reason this discovery, we plot the aver- 147

age attention map of all images and the heat dif- 148

ference between with and without sentence starter 149

in Fig 2. We plot the difference map by subtract- 150

ing the heatmap without using a sentence starter 151

(induces worse F1 score) from the one with a sen- 152

tence starter (induces better F1 score). We observe 153

that the difference on the human face is positive 154

and that on the background is negative in general. 155

With sentence starter, CLIP focuses more on nose 156

and mouth than the unrelated background. In the 157

2The attention visualization tool is available
at https://github.com/hila-chefer/
Transformer-MM-Explainability.
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Prompt Example bangs glasses smile beard

Full (Baseline) A photo of a person with thin or
thick frame sunglasses.

42.68 71.48 54.11 40.73

(A) Removing Sentence Starter A person with thin or thick
frame sunglasses.

37.69 (-4.99) 60.45 (-11.03) 53.34 (-0.77) 16.37 (-24.36)

(B)

Condensed Rephrase* A photo of a person with sun-
glasses.

49.55 (+6.87) 88.53 (+17.05) 60.19 (+6.08) 46.05 (+5.32)

Random Order person photo with sunglasses of
thick frame or A thin.

20.03 (-22.65) 37.85 (-33.63) 25.07 (-29.04) 27.81 (-12.92)

Randomly Skipping Words A photo of with thin frame. 13.46 (-29.22) 18.33 (-53.15) 14.27 (-39.84) 11.21 (-29.52)

(C)

Adding Punctuation A photo of a person with thin or
thick frame “sunglasses”.

43.85 (+1.17) 77.55 (+6.07) 59.87 (+5.76) 43.04 (+2.31)

Adding Random Punctuation A photo of a person with “thin
or” thick frame sunglasses.

40.13 (-2.55) 69.15 (-2.33) 43.81 (-10.3) 39.62 (-1.11)

Removing Stop Words A photo of a person thin thick
frame sunglasses.

43.11 (+0.43) 76.29 (+4.81) 57.53 (+3.42) 43.31 (+2.58)

Table 1: F1 scores for different text manipulations over four facial attributes. Full is the baseline text prompt from
CelebA-Dialog dataset (Jiang et al., 2021). Part (A) corresponds to section 3, an experiment to show the effect of
removing the sentence starter template. Part (B) corresponds to section 4 and shows the effect of using shorter text
prompt, condensed rephrase only keeps the key information to the classification and keeps grammatical correctness.
Random order shuffles the text to see if word order matters. Randomly skipping words randomly drop words in text
prompts. Part (C) corresponds to section 5. Adding punctuation in correct spot can boost the performance, while
adding random punctuation distracts the attention. Remove stop words discards all the words that do not contain key
information. We observe that condensed rephrase consistently dominates the accuracy over four facial attributes.

facial attributes classification task, It is helpful to158

use the sentence starter to restrict the scope to the159

human face and enforce CLIP to focus on the rele-160

vant area. Moreover, we conjecture this conclusion161

can also be applied to other tasks such as “a photo162

of {class}” in object detection.163

4 Impact of Length and Order164

Short prompts beat long prompts A complete165

description of a person’s face contains more de-166

tailed information about the facial attributes than a167

shortened version. Given the full description, hu-168

man readers make better classification decisions. In169

this experiment, we want to know if such a property170

holds when CLIP perceives text prompts.171

We designed the condensed rephrased template172

by shortening baseline description. Such a template173

keeps the key information to the classification and174

ensures grammatical correctness. Table 1 part B175

shows that the numerical results on facial attribute176

classification, given the shortened text prompts.177

The results of the condensed rephrase template178

show using such a shortened text prompt can signif-179

icantly improve F1 scores in all four tasks. When180

classifying the glasses attribute, the shortened tem-181

plate has an improvement of 17.05%. Although182

detailed descriptions were missing, the model here183

will not waste the attention weights on trivial infor-184

mation.185

We show the color-coded attention heatmap ex- 186

amples of these text prompts in Fig 3. When CLIP 187

perceives the text prompt, a darker color means 188

higher attention weight and vice versa. The band 189

example heatmap shows that the model did not 190

have any attention weight on the negative word 191

“no” and wasted a portion of attention on the trivial 192

descriptions when using the full prompts as input. 193

Word order matters Here we want to figure out 194

how word order and missing words in sentences af- 195

fects the model. Table 1 part B shows performance 196

of CLIP model given a random order text prompt. 197

The performance dropped in all four classification 198

tasks. The average F1 score of bangs classifica- 199

tion is 22.65% lower than baseline. Despite the 200

poor performance, the performance over the four 201

tasks still share a similar trend as the baseline setup. 202

Without word order, we found CLIP model behaves 203

similar to human, neither can extract information 204

accurately, but can still make rough guesses. 205

Table 1 part B also shows randomly removing 206

words in the text prompts. Here key words can be 207

removed during the manipulation and causes the 208

model performs entirely random. 209

5 Non-semantic Tokens 210

Punctuation and stop words are non-semantic to- 211

kens in a sentence. However, they can help human 212
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(a) With Starter 

(c) With Starter 

(b) Without Starter 

(d) Without Starter (c) – (d) 

(a) – (b) 

Classification on Glasses Attribute 

Classification on Smile Attribute 

Figure 2: Average image attention visualization. Top
row: classification on Glasses attribute; bottom row:
classification on Smile attribute. (a) is the average atten-
tion heatmap over all the testing images with the prompt
starter; (b) is the average attention heatmap without the
prompt starter. (a)−(b) is the difference between (a) and
(b): blue color represents positive values (more atten-
tion from (a) than (b)) and red color represents negative
values (less attention from (a) than (b)). The prompt
starter makes CLIP focus more on human faces rather
than the background.

readers understand a sentence. In this section, we213

explore the effect of adding punctuation or remov-214

ing stop words in text prompts to the CLIP model.215

Punctuation helps. To understand the effect of216

punctuation, we designed two experiments. The217

first one is manually inserting quote marks into218

keywords and emphasizing their importance. The219

second one is randomly inserting quote marks.220

In the first experiment, text prompts might not221

seem grammatically correct, which we previously222

show not a required constraint, in section 4. Table 1223

part C shows that adding punctuation to keywords224

boosts performance in all four classification tasks;225

in glasses classification, the F1 score increased226

6.07% from the baseline. As an ablation study,227

the second experiment shows that randomly adding228

quote marks does not help and even reduces overall229

performance.230

Stop words hurt. To understand the effect of231

stop words, we evaluated removing all the stop232

words in the text prompt, and Table 1 part C shows233

the numerical results. This manipulation causes234

some prompts to fail to hold grammatical correct-235

Bangs: 

    a photo of a person with long bangs. Can see 0% of the forehead.  <Full> 

    a photo of a person with long bangs.  <Condensed Rephrase> 

    a photo of a person long bangs. Can see 0% forehead.  <No-Stopwords> 

    a photo of a person with ‘long’ bangs. Can see 0% of the forehead.  <Punctuation> 

Smile: 

    a photo of a person who is not smiling at all. The mouth is closed.  <Full> 

    a photo of a person with no smile.  <Condensed Rephrase> 

    a photo of a person not smiling. mouth closed.  <No-Stopwords> 

    a photo of a person who is ‘not smiling’ at all. The mouth is closed.  <Punctuation> 

Glasses: 

    a photo of a person with thin or thick frame sunglasses.  <Full> 

    a photo of a person with sunglasses.  <Condensed Rephrase> 

    a photo of a person thin thick frame sunglasses.  <No-Stopwords> 

    a photo of a person ’with’ thin or thick frame sunglasses.  <Punctuation> 

Beard: 

    a photo of a person who has a bushy beard that is long.  <Full> 

    a photo of a person with a long beard.  <Condensed Rephrase> 

    a photo of a person bushy beard long.  <No-Stopwords> 

    a photo of a person who has a bushy ‘beard that is long.’  <Punctuation> 

Figure 3: Average text attention heatmap of different
text manipulations over four facial attributes. Given the
same set of images, a darker color coded text means
CLIP pays higher attention to the word, and vice versa.
The bracket after text prompts indicate the types of text
manipulations, correspond to experiments in Table 1.

ness. We were surprised to find that removing stop 236

words shows that such a setup can also increase the 237

performance in all four tasks compared to the base- 238

line. In the glasses and smile classification tasks, 239

the improvement is 4.81% and 3.42%, respectively. 240

As Fig 3 shows with both shortened version, CLIP 241

model pays more attention to the keywords like 242

“band”, “smile”, “sunglasses”, and “beard”. How- 243

ever, only removing stop words in text prompts, 244

CLIP still focuses on the trivial descriptions. 245

From the experiment results in this two setting, 246

we find that a shortened version of text prompt 247

even without grammatical correctness can enforce 248

model to pay higher attention on key words, and 249

leads to performance increase. 250

6 Conclusion 251

CLIP allows designing personalized text prompts 252

for a vast range of tasks. While the zero-shot trans- 253

fer capability is powerful, it is important to rethink 254

how does CLIP understand text prompts and what 255

really matters in prompt engineering. In this work, 256

we compare the performance of a variety of text 257

manipulations and interpret how CLIP perceives 258

them accordingly. We expect the controlled exper- 259

iment on facial attribute recognition can motivate 260

the practice on other vision and language tasks. 261
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